Seasons (My First Touch and Feel series)


On chunky board book pages, readers will find a large double-page spread for each season. In summer, a boy goes to the beach in his sunhat and T-shirt. There’s a seagull, a beach umbrella, and other items nearby; each item and piece of clothing is labeled. In the fall, the boy wears a coat and cap, and he sees a squirrel collecting acorns. In winter, he skis past a snowman. In spring, he’s dressed for rain, and he finds clouds, puddles, and flowers in the park. His clothes are tactile and fun to touch, from the shiny rain slicker to the puffy winter jacket. He’s dressed appropriately to enjoy the outdoors in every season.

Marta! Big and Small


When Marta meets a whole bunch of animals, she sees herself in comparison to them. Next to the bug, she is big, *grande*. Next to the horse, she is slow, *lenta*. Presented with Spanish and English word pairs, readers will learn a variety of adjectives and animal names in both languages. This concept book doesn’t lack suspense: What happens when Marta meets a snake who thinks she’d be tasty? She finds a way to be clever, instead!

The uncomplicated illustrations are colorful and textured. Marta and the animals are energetic on the page. The comparisons in this book honor the many diverse and rich qualities that children can possess. A great book for encouraging self-awareness and self-respect.

*The Reading Chair*—reviews of children’s books that cover a diverse range of stories and characters—is available at [NAEYC.org/yc/columns](http://NAEYC.org/yc/columns).
Brick by Brick


Children will enjoy guessing at and narrating the unusual and surprising plot of this clever wordless book. When a mouse discovers a flower growing between the bricks of a large wall, he pulls on it, and one of the bricks falls out. Intrigued by what he sees through the hole, he carries the brick away, and his friends—a cat, a pig, a rabbit, and a sheep—come to pull more bricks out of the wall. Slowly, a scene emerges through the ever-growing hole. When the wall is completely dismantled, the friends look into the distance, across some water, and see a group of safari animals looking back. They repurpose the bricks and build a bridge between themselves and the other animals, so they can all become friends.

The book’s powerful message about dismantling walls and building bridges is relevant in children’s everyday interactions and as they grow up in the world. Every classroom needs this book!

Sophie’s Squash Go to School


Sophie is back. In this sequel to the original Sophie’s Squash, Bonnie and Baxter have grown into full-sized squash, and Sophie takes them with her on the first day of school. Her discomfort about starting school manifests itself as a fierce independent streak, and she decides that she doesn’t want to make any friends. Her parents, as usual, are upbeat and optimistic, to no avail. While the other children give up on quirky Sophie, one classmate, Steven Green, is not a quitter. Sophie’s salty attitude doesn’t keep him from reaching out. Eventually, Steven helps Sophie see that making friends is not unlike growing squash—both just take some time. Wilsdorf’s illustrations, expressive and charming, draw the reader right in.
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Forever Favorites

Each month we feature a classic book to (re)introduce teachers to old favorites.

Make Way for Ducklings


This is the 75th anniversary of Make Way for Ducklings, one of Robert McCloskey’s best-known stories. It won the Caldecott Medal as the most distinguished picture book published in 1941. Drawn in pencil and printed in brown-and-white, the illustrations are as relatable as ever—and the Boston landmarks are as recognizable, too.

This is the story of a mallard duck mother and father who set out to make their home in the Public Garden. But when two boys on bikes almost knock them over, they realize that, as lovely as it is, it’s no place for hatchlings. So, they fly over Beacon Hill, around the statehouse, through Louisburg Square, and finally find a place along the Charles River. When the ducklings are old enough, it’s time to return to the charming Public Garden, but getting there through traffic is no simple task. The local policemen jump in to help and clear the way. This tale is as winning as ever.